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1 Abstract
This research focuses on using arrays of gold metallic nanoantennae (m-ANTs) to create
a biological plasmonic nanosensor to detect the selective attachment of streptavidin
conjugated quantum dots to the surface of these nanoparticles. Our sensor is able to use both
normal plasmons as well as surface lattice resonances (SLRs) to detect the biomolecule
streptavidin through the minute change in the refractive index of the environment of the
sensor caused by the molecule. A change in polarization switches our sensor from a
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) based sensor to an SLR based one. The success
of our nanosensor is demonstrated and analyzed using optical measurements, including
emission and extinction spectra.

2 Introduction
Nano-scale sensors can be developed in a plethora of ways. From nanoshells1 to the
metallic nanoantenna (m-ANTs) used in this research, gold is an attractive basis for
nanosensors because of its optical characteristics, which are strongly dependent on the
structure of the nanoparticles which compose the sensors, like size and shape of the particles,
and the environment around them2.
In the past, basic plasmon sensors have been developed using a continuous thin sheet of
metal. These sensors can be used to detect refractive index changes of the environment. The
most sensitive configuration developed for a normal plasmon sensor is the Kretschmann
configuration, in which a prism is placed on the back of a sample to detect refractive index
changes using incident laser light3 4. However, basic plasmon sensors are much less sensitive
than sensors made of m-ANTs based on LSPRs, which have shown to have at least an order
of magnitude higher sensitivity.
The sensor developed for this research uses both the localized surface plasmon resonance
and surface lattice resonance properties of gold to optically detect streptavidin conjugated
quantum dots. We successfully show the effectiveness of such a sensor using extinction and
emission measurements to show both uniformity of emission and a redshift corresponding to
the change in refractive index caused by the attachment of streptavidin to the surface of our
sensor. We are able to switch between surface lattice resonance (SLR) and localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) by changing the polarization of the incident light used to analyze
the sample. We also show the hybridized phase between LSPR and SLR formed by the
bioconjugation of the gold m-ANTs.

3 Fundamentals and Review
3.1 Properties of arrays of m-ANTs
One of gold’s most exploited optical properties is the localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) of gold nanoparticles. LSPRs are generated when incident light causes the
free electrons in the gold to oscillate coherently. Metals are neutrally charged materials
where the free electrons can act as a charge-separated gas, or plasma. This plasma can be
excited by incident light, creating plasmons, which are quantum quasi-particles associated
with electric current density oscillations under which the free (conduction) electrons in a
material oscillate longitudinally5.
LSPRs have broad spectral linewidths and lower quality factors6, making SLR based
sensors the object of study to improve the sensors. Sensors based on transition phases
between LSPRs and SLRs are
much more sensitive than those
based purely on either LSPR or
SLR7.
SLRs are caused by a
hybridization of LSPRs with the
Rayleigh Anomalies (RAs)
created by the patterning of mANTs separated by a specific

Fig. 1: Diagram showing the Rayleigh Anomaly (λRA), the
incident light consisting of a broad range of wavelengths, as well

lattice constant. RAs represent

as the scattered (λSC) and transmitted (λT) light.

the conditions where the diffractive orders of the incident light on a grating like structure

propagate through the array at a grazing angle8. As seen in Fig. 1, only certain wavelengths
of the incident light diffract at this grazing angle. These Rayleigh Anomaly wavelengths are
described by
Equation 1

𝜆𝑅𝐴
𝑚

𝑎
= {𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 ± sin(𝜃)}
𝑚

where m is the diffractive order, a is the lattice constant (spacing of the m-ANTs), 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the
effective RI of either the substrate or superstrate, and 𝜃 is the angle of incidence9.
These LSPRs and SLRs can be identified spectrally using extinction measurements.
Extinction is defined as all of the incident light that is not transmitted by a sample. In other
words, it is comprised of the light which is scattered off of and absorbed by the sample.
Extinction spectra are extremely sensitive to refractive index (RI) changes in the
environment, which we will exploit in this research. Altering the surface chemistry of mANTs changes the sensor’s RI, causing the features of the sample’s extinction spectra to
redshift with an increase in RI.
Extinction is polarization dependent if the m-ANTS or their lattice constants are
asymmetric. In the case of the biosensor discussed herein, since our m-ANTs have a long and
a short axis, their extinction spectra will be polarization dependent. The m-ANTs that
comprise our plasmonic-based sensor also shows switching between LSPR and SLR when
the polarization is changed from being along the long axes of the m-ANTs to being along the
short axes.

3.2 Quantum dots
Quantum dots (QDs) are 3-dimensional quantum well structures, which emit a certain
wavelength of light, predetermined by their properties, including size and material. They are

made from semiconductor materials and range in size from single nanometers to hundreds of
nanometers. In this research we use colloidal quantum dots, which are suspended in a
solution. QDs can, however, also be fabricated on surfaces. Similar to atoms, QDs have
tightly confined electrons, which result in a series of sharp energy levels. Hence, they are
sometimes referred to as artificial atoms. However, unlike atoms, the energy levels are
strongly dependent on the sizes of the QDs10.
Quantum dots can be excited by illuminating them with light of a wavelength that is
shorter than their emission wavelength. The emitted light is centered about a single
wavelength, with a difference in the size of the QDs causing the distribution around that peak
wavelength. The QDs with smaller cores are responsible for the shorter wavelength emission,
while larger cores are responsible for the longer wavelengths.

3.3 Emission decay
Emitted photons decay at varying rates; this includes those emitted by quantum dots. The
decay of these emitted photons can be described by the bi-exponential
Equation 2

𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑓 𝑒

−

𝑡
𝜏𝑓

+ 𝐴𝑠 𝑒

−

𝑡
𝜏𝑠

\where the subscripts s and f indicate the slow and fast decay process, respectively11. The fast
process is due to non-radiative decay, while the slow process is due to radiative decay12.
Radiative decay is the transition between energy levels that causes the emission of a photon;
non-radiative decay is the transition between levels with a much smaller energy difference
than radiative decay.

Just as the distribution of emission about a single wavelength is due to the differences in
core sizes, the differences in the decay of these photons at different wavelengths is due to the
differences in size.

3.4 The chemistry of bioconjugation
The basis for our biosensor is gold (Au). We construct an alkanethiol monolayer on the
gold surface by self-assembly. The sulfur (thiol or mercapto) of the alkanethiol bonds very
strongly with the Au surface (strength of
40 – 50 kcal mol-1). The binding energy
for this Au – S bond is lower than the
binding energy of bulk sulfur13. To
decrease steric hindrance, or the stopping
of a chemical reaction due to a
Fig. 2: Schematic of the mixed alkanethiol self-

molecule’s structure, a mixture of two

assembled monolayer on Au substrate

alkanethiols is used; one has a shorter carbon chain, and the other a much longer chain. This
can be seen in Fig. 2. The amount of each type of alkanethiol used in this research was shown
by Lee et al. to have the best immobilization on the sensor14.
The alkanethiols have two different end (functional) groups: the shorter chain is
terminated with a –OH group, the longer with a –COOH (carboxyl) group. The shorter chain
is used as a spacer, which, as mentioned previously, reduces steric hindrance. The longer
chain is used to attach the streptavidin conjugated QDs. The carboxyl functional group is
activated using a mixture of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride
(EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS). The reaction between the EDC and carboxyl
group forms an active ester by replacing the H-atom in the carboxyl group with the EDC

ester. The EDC ester is an intermediate step, which is then displaced by an NHS ester. This
NHS-ester is amine-reactive and is less prone to hydrolysis than the EDC-ester is15.
Therefore, a mixture of the two chemicals is used to activate the –COOH. The sample is then

Fig. 3: Immobilizing streptavidin QDs on the surface of gold QDs using a SAM of
alkanethiols and an EDC/NHS activating solution

removed from the activating solution and placed in the streptavidin conjugated QD solution,
where the streptavidin molecule displaces part of the ester. This activation process can be
seen in detail in Fig. 3. This completes the surface chemistry of our sensor.

4 Methodology
4.1 Fabrication of gold metallic nanoantennae
Our gold m-ANTs are fabricated by the graduate student also working in the same lab
using e-beam lithography on a silica glass substrate. First, a thin layer of photoresist is
deposited on the substrate. Then, the substrate is exposed to a beam of electrons using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) in order to write patterns in the photoresist. The sample
is developed to remove photoresist from the patterned areas. Next, gold is deposited on the
surface of the sample, and, finally, the photoresist is removed from the sample, leaving only
the patterned areas of gold on the surface
of the glass. This method can be used to
create varying sizes and shapes of
MNPs, specifically determined by the
properties of the tools and materials
used16. Fig. 4 shows a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) image of the sensor
discussed in this thesis.

Fig. 4: SEM of our sensor consisting of m-ANT arrays.

4.2 Bioconjugation of m-ANTs
After fabricating the gold m-ANTs, the sensor is placed in an ethanol bath for 18 hours in
order to prevent any etching of the gold during the bioconjugation process. The sample is
then removed from the ethanol bath and placed in a flow chamber in order to functionalize
the surface of the m-ANTs with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM). This is achieved by
flowing a solution of 10:1 3-mercapto-propanol (3-MPOH) and 12-mercapto-dodecanoic-

acid (12-MDA) in ethanol with a total concentration of 10mM over the surface of the sensor
for 18 hours at a flow rate of 1 µL/min. Specifically, the mercapto-solution used consists of
20 mL of ethanol, 1.76 µL of 3-MPOH, and 4.5 mg of 12-MDA (all obtained from SigmaAldrich). Next, the sample is rinsed in the same flow chamber with ethanol for 30 minutes at
1 mL/min. This step is repeated with biologically pure water.
Then, we activate the carboxyl-functional group on the 12-MDA using a solution of 1:1
0.2 M (EDC) and 0.4 M (NHS) in biologically pure water. Specifically, the activating
solution consists of 10 mL biologically pure water, 0.15 g EDC, and 0.003 g NHS (all
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich).
Immediately after activating
the carboxyl-group, the sample
is placed in a 1 nM solution
consisting of 5 mL of
biologically pure water and 5
µL streptavidin conjugated
quantum dots (706 streptavidin
Qdots from Lifescience) for 30

Fig. 5: Surface chemistry evolution from functionalized surface
of the sensor to the final sensor including the streptavidin QDs.

minutes. Finally, the sample is removed from the quantum dot solution and manually rinsed
with biologically pure water for several seconds before it is dried using a stream of air.

4.3 Testing of m-ANTs
To test our streptavidin-conjugated m-ANTs, we performed a handful of optical
experiments. These included extinction, emission, and time-correlated single photon
counting (TCSPC) measurements. All results were analyzed using MATLAB.

4.3.1 Extinction
Our extinction setup consisted of a
white light source, linear polarizer,
microscope objective, collective lens, and
spectrometers. We used a TE cooled QEPro spectrometer from Ocean Optics to
measure wavelengths from 400 nm to 1100
nm, and an Ocean Optics FLAME
spectrometer to measure from 950 nm to
1680 nm. We measured extinction for our
biosensors after ethanol bath, after addition

Fig. 6: Extinction setup including a light source,
linear polarizer, microscope objective, collective

of the SAM, and finally after attaching the

lens, and spectrometer.

streptavidin QDs to the surface.

4.3.2 Emission
Our emission setup consisted of
a 514nm continuous laser, a
collimating lens to focus the laser
beam on a cross sectional area
smaller than that of the m-ANTs on
the surface of our sensor, a dichroic
mirror to filter out the reflected laser

Fig. 7: Emission setup consisting of a 514 nm laser, dichroic
mirror, collimating lens, and spectrometer. The blue line

light from the emission of the QDs,
a collective lens, and a

indicates the laser beam, and the red line indicates the
emission of QDs.

spectrometer. The spectrometer used for this setup was also the QE-Pro from Ocean Optics
used for extinction measurements.

4.3.3 Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting
Our time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup consisted of a 450nm pulsed
laser (repetition rate of 20MHz), a series of mirrors to guide the laser beam and emitted light
from the QDs, a collimating
lens to focus the laser on the
surface of our sensor, a
dichroic mirror to split the
reflected laser light from the
reflected QD emission,
neutral filters to diminish the
intensity of the QD emission
Fig. 8: TCSPC setup consisting of a 450nm pulse laser, dichroic
mirror, collimating lens, and APD or monochromator and PMT. The
dashed black line indicates a mirror which can be flipped to allow

to levels safe for our
detectors (if needed), and

the emitted light to reach either the APD or PMT configuration.

either an avalanche
photodiode (APD), or a monochromator and a photomultiplier tube (PMT). TCSPC with the
APD measures the average emission decay of the streptavidin QDs on the biosensor. TCSPC
with the PMT measures the decay of individual wavelengths of emitted light using the
monochromator positioned directly in front of the PMT.

5 Discussion
The m-ANTs used for this research are approximately 201 x 149 nm in size, with a
spacing of about 500 x 500 nm. The sample consisted of four regions of m-ANTs, with each
region covering and area of approximately 300 x 300 µm2. Fig. 4 in section 4.1 shows an
SEM image of the sensor and also indicates the axes which will be referred to in the
following sections, where the x-axis is along the long axis of the m-ANTs, and the y-axis is
along the short axis.
Fig. 9 shows that the extinction spectra for the m-ANTs is polarization dependent. In the
spectra, two peaks are observed,
one at 757 nm, and a second at
856 nm. If we consider the
equation for the Rayliegh
Anomaly previously mentioned,
and take 𝑚 = 1, 𝑎𝑦 = 500 𝑛𝑚,
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 1.51 and 𝜃 = 0, we can
calculate the Rayleigh Anomaly
for the substrate to be around 755
nm. The RA is included in Fig. 9

Fig. 9: Extinction spectra for the Au m-ANTs. The solid line
indicates y-polarization (along the short axis), and the dashed
line indicates x-polarization (along the long axis).

and Fig. 10 as the vertical solid line at the calculated RA wavelength.
The peak at 856 nm occurs when the incident light is polarized along the long axes of the
m-ANTs and is purely LSPR. The peak at 757 nm occurs when the incident light is polarized
along the short axes of the m-ANTs and is an SLR generated by the coupling of the RA in
the substrate.

Fig. 10 shows how the extinction spectrum of our sensor evolves during the
bioconjugation process. For y-polarization along the short axis of the m-ANTs, the peak
shifts from 756 nm after the ethanol bath, to 769 nm after addition of the SAM, to 774 nm
after attachment of the streptavidin QDs. This peak is neither purely LSPR nor SLR, as seen
by the increasing amplitude and
decreasing linewidth of the
extinction spectrum as the RI
increases. For x-polarization along
the long axis of the m-ANTs, the
peak shifts from 857 nm to 883 nm
to 892 nm for each step,
respectively. These shifts occur with
only a miniscule change in the RI of
the sensor, making it ultrasensitive.
In order to show that our sensor
actually had selectively attached
QDs to a SAM, instead of just
randomly attached QDs, we
compared the emission

Fig. 10: Extinction spectra of sample. The dot-dashed blue
line represents after the ethanol bath; the dashed red after

measurements on and off the m-

SAM; and the solid yellow after addition of QDs.

ANTs of the sensor. Fig. 11 shows that on the m-ANT regions of the sensor, the emission is
very consistent when compared with the emission off of the regions. The emission on the m-

ANTs was about 15 a.u. (arbitrary units), while the emission off the regions with gold varied
between about 7 and 50.
To investigate how the emitted
light from the QDs decays, we used
TCSPC measurements to obtain
information about the slow and fast
decay processes discussed in Section
2.1.3.
Fig. 12 shows the average decay of
our biosensor. It is immediately
obvious that the decay of the QDs is
faster on the m-ANTs, and slower off
of them. We fit the curves to a
biexponential in MATLAB and
generated the coefficients for Equation
2. The results of the curve fitting are
seen in Table 1. The ratio of the fast

Fig. 11: Emission spectra of different spots on the
biosensor. On MNP was visibly much more consistent

and slow terms (Af / As) shows that

than off MNP.

the fast decay process is much more prevalent for the QDs on the m-ANTs. This means that
non-radiative decay occurs more than radiative decay.

A_f

t_f

A_s

t_s

A_f/A_s

On MNP

0.7491

1.834189

0.2031

40.08016

3.688331

Off MNP

0.6356

1.95427

0.3124

63.17119

2.034571

Table 1: Coefficients from Equation 2 describing the decay of QDs as a biexponential.

Fig. 13 shows the decay of streptavidin QDs on the m-ANTs of our biosensor at different
wavelengths. The longer wavelengths had a longer lifetime, while the shorter wavelengths
had a shorter lifetime. This is attributed to the fact, as mentioned previously, that the
quantum dots vary slightly in core size.

Fig. 12: TCSPC data taken with APD showing

Fig. 13: TCSPC data taken with PMT and

the average decay of the 705 nm streptavidin

monochromator showing the decay at individual

QDs on the surface of the sensor. The decay on

wavelengths of the QDs on the surface of the m-ANTs

MNP was much faster than off MNP.

on our sample. Shorter wavelengths decay faster,
while longer wavelengths decay slower.

6 Conclusion
We successfully created a biosensor that was ultrasensitive to RI changes in the
environment by bioconjugation of the surface of gold m-ANTs. The sensitivity was seen in
the evolution of the polarization dependent extinction spectrum of the nanoparticles during
various steps of the bioconjugation process, for both x- and y-polarization (along both the
short and long axes of the m-ANTs). We observed a notable redshift for each step, and also
noticed a LSPR-SLR transition phase for polarization along the short axes of the m-ANTs
and its correlation with the RA. We showed that we did indeed have a uniform SAM to
which streptavidin QDs selectively attached using emission spectra of various spots, both on
and off of the m-ANTs. We also showed that the decay of the QDs was different on and off
of the nanoparticles.
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